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LUXURY APARTMENT IN ARGENTIERE
1 890 000 €
Référence MZICHX2584-3
Chamonix-Mont-Blanc
5 pièces
161 m2

Prestations
Home automation,Double glazing,Internet,Fire
alarm system,Lift,Digicode,Outdoor lighting

Le M du MONTANA is a high standing block
of flats in Chamonix; in the village of
Argentières at the bottom of the fabulous
skiable domain of the Grands Montets. You'll
be seduced by the impressive sight of the
Mont Blanc and the direct access towards
the skiable slopes. Using high quality
materials, its architecture merges wood and
stone in ideal harmony with the modern
savoyard spirit.

In the heart of the resort of Argentière, a
hamlet of Chamonix Mont-Blanc, this
complex of 12 rehabilitated flats (VIR) is one
of the rare new real estate projects offering
an exceptional setting.
MONTANA 3 is an upmarket flat at the foot
of the renowned Grands Montets ski area.
Located on the garden level of the
residence, this exceptional property stands
out for its quality services: a large living
room with a terrace that can welcome a
jacuzzi and garden of 140 m2 facing Mont
Blanc, a kitchen, two bedrooms and two
bathrooms, a TV comfort zone. On the lower
level, two bedrooms, two bathrooms, a
dressing room, a relaxation area with sauna,
a laundry room and a direct access to the 32
m2 garage.
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Inspired by the alpine landscape, Le M du
Montana offers the unique opportunity to
acquire a property in a magnificent setting
with the Mont Blanc chain as a backdrop.
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